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Unly one game has this kind of effect on people. Introducing Kessen. the military conquest experience so epic it could only happen 

on Playstation 2. Immerse yourself in the world of 17th century Japanese warfare, where you command huge armies through sweeping 

’lay5tation,2 



You can always tell who’s been playing Kessen. 

www.kessen.ea.com 

landscapes to wage history-deciding battles. To get a taste of this spectacular new DVD title, 

preview its eye-popping screen shots and adrenaline-pumping battle sequences on our website. 





















“...a great 
party game!” 

- Next Gen. “p0werstone2 
is the future of 

fighting games!” 
- Game Fan 

Over 12,0 
Usable W- 

Sega 
#Dreamcast 





Aya Brea is back on the job. The Neo Mitochondrion Creature infestation has resurfaced and has taken 
a sinister twist. The outcome of this battle will determine earth’s dominant species. 
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Good news, now you get to be the genius t 
blew the easy question. Okay, smarty pants, strap on your thinking cap and let's get down to 

business. Who Wants To Be A Millionaire: 2nd Edition, is now on PlayStation: Six-hundred questions, plenty y/rtffl vmmrs to be a 

of topics, 3 Lifelines, even a 2-player Fastest Finger round. It's just like the TV game show, only without allthe [| [[j jjg j (j) [j| ||j] ff(E 
commercials. Real questions, real drama, real Regis. And, yes, that is our final answer. (Sorry, we couldn't resist.) 
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How fast are your fingers? 

12 Challenging Events • 32 Countries • 4 Gameplay Modes: Head-In-Head. Olympic, Coaching, end trcode 









By Chris 1 i chrisjohnsion@zd.com 

Press Start The Honest Gaming News on the Planet 

Space World Shocker 

Advance to the Masses 





The Science Behind Fan Translation 
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The Top 20 Best-Selling Carnes of June, 2000 

1 - Perfect Dark 
Danna had only shown up in the 
ast few days of May but managed 

mm 

2- Pokemon Trading Canl 
If you listen to some reports in tl 

llTTll r media, Pokemon's popularity is 
shrinking. At least until Nintend 

3 - Pokemon Yellow 
Nintendo managed to squeeze 

*"■ ' " j* vi more money out of the first 
ZV Pokemon game by giving you 

Pikachu from the beginning anc 

4- Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 
)ny Hawk double feature. 

5 - Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 
" ias right behind it. It’s not oft 

t a third-party N64 game is 
I able to get into the top 20— 

eal question is, will Activisi 
_ ale to fend off the hordes ol 
■ Tony Hawk clones? 
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1 SpecOps^ 

0 Pokemon Blue 1 
0 WWFSmackDown! 

“|Q Pokemon Red 1 

H Pokemon Stadium ft 4 

12 Legend of Dragoon 
NEW 

1G Syphon Filter 2 
III 989 Studios 4. n 
1^ Super Mario Bros. Deluxe 

1 IO 
10 Exciteblke G4 m m 
1C Syphon Filter 
■U 989 Studios ■n 
11 Vagrant Story 
■ f Square EA ia 
10 Triple Play 2001 

i 
10 Bran Turismo 2 

4. 
1 

2Q Legend ol Mana 
Sinew 

•is 
MBBKTtTTTgrrarrMHB 
^ Mario Tennis m 
2 Final Fantasy IX 

0 JUkkyo Powerful Pro Baseball 2000 

^ Medarot 3 Kabuto/Kawagada Version 1 a 
0 M-0h0iKl Monsters III 1 
0 Tomarunner Vs. L'Arc-en-Clel 41. 
1 Jikkyo Powerful Pro Baseball — ■i-er 
0 Pachi Slot Aruze 

0 Tomb Raider IV The Last Revelation 

*|0 From TV Animation One Piece ws 
Weekly Famitsu, week ending 7/23/2000 
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Coming Soon - October 2000 
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or call 1-800-771-37721 
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Previews This Month in Previews 

1. Final Fantasy IX PlayStation, November 
2. Metal Gear Solid 2 PlayStation 2, Fall 2001 
3. Virtua Athlete 2K Dreamcast, September 
4. Medal of Honor Underground PlayStation, October 
5. The World Is Not Enough Nintendo 64, November 

Agetec & EGM Present the RPG Maker Contest 
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i typical day the US Ci 

But nevertheless, in 1999 illegal substances 

; the US/Mexican border alone.. the country 

SMUGGLER'S RUN 
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Take your 50 bucks. 

Buy NFL2K1 from 

EBWorld.com 

Pay Only 

$29" 
After Rebate 

Or, take 45 bucks. 

Buy NFL2K1 from 

ValueAmerica®.com. 

Pay $3.99 shipping. Pay $0 shipping. 

ValueAmerica.com. 
Serious about your fun. 

1 T 7 A 

Click on “ 
VA..com“ 

Value America “ Best Selection. Reliable Service. Competitive Pric es (888)510-8258 

■ UmeQuantitiesaie Hmhed.No ra.ncheck^See srorefo, details a, 

L ”_y 
Over 2,000 games • Even hard to find titles 
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WOW! 



your way through 
eight hazard-filled 

environments 

your vehicle 
th a turbo injection 
high-speed energy 

bumper 

Smoke 
your opponent 

n Battle Mode, 
of five hair-raising 

modes of play 



. tycorc. 
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The Carnage Begins November 



ei/Omega Force 3D fighter, Destrega. 





We’ll let you in on all off them. 
Electronic Gaming Monthly 
gives readers the latest news, 
game reviews, and tips about the 
hottest new games for the leading 
video game systems. 

Don’t miss out on the exciting 
issues coming up! 

Detach and mail back the order 
form or call us at: 

1-800-779-1174 

SAVINGS ] 
ORDER FORIVI j 

El YES! Send me Electronic Gaming Monthly for j! 
the savings term I’ve selected below. j 

□ One year (12 issues) $19.97 - SAVE 67% 8BCA3 | 
□ Two years (24 issues) $34.97 - SAVE 71 % I 



AMERICA’S #1 GAME NEWS & TRICKS! 
Correctly Answer a Series of Video Game Questions & Win! 

I# 
BOOMERANG 64 

SNIPER FOR PS 

Call NOW and HIM 

1(900)773-1439 
r— J PRIZES PROVIDED BY NUBY 

10EOwww.nubyonline.com 

RECENT WINNERS!!! 
► Listen to Quartermann 

Gossip Before it’s in EGM! 

► Call and Test Your 
Knowledge of Video 
Game Trivia! 

► Get the Latest Expert 
Gamer Codes & Tricks 

► Hear Review Crew 
Members’ Game Ratings! 

;o, CA; Cory Conn, Peru, IN; 

jg, Concord, Ml; Dave Gr< 

JY; Jeffrey Burt, Dunkirk, N\ 

YOUNGER THAN 18 YEARS OLD MUST HAVE PARENTS’ PERMISSION 1 
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PREVIEW 
G A I I E R V 

Madden NFL 
2001 

Sure, sure, the game looks 
amazing. There’s no doubting that, 
but the way it plays makes this title 
one of the most highly anticipated 
PS2 launch games. Running the 
ball, for example, is an act of ballet. 
You’ll see huge-armed linemen 
stunt the progress of defensive 
players so clearly you’ll know 
whether to cut left, right or wind 
into a wicked spin move. And since 
the Dual Shock 2 buttons are 
analog, passing the ball on a line or 
throwing a sweet receiver-leading 

thumb into the controller. As far as 
tackling, you’ll actually feel like 
you’re putting the screws into an 
offensive player when tackling him. 
The Madden Cards, done by Upper 
Deck specifically for the game, are a 
perfect touch to keep you coming 
back for more. 

Electronic Gaming Monthly - 
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THE HOTTEST 

a Sega#Dreamcast. 



MIDWAY 
www.midway.com 

GAME IN FOOTBALL IS BACK. 

NFL Blitz 2001, the only extreme football game, is back. Delivering all the fast and furious 

action Blitz fans have come to know and love, and then soma. And, with blistering 

features like "On Fire" mode, new mini games, in-depth customization options and an 

"En Fuego” Replay Mode, NFL Blitz 2001 lets you play with an intensity the pros can only 

dream about. NFL Blitz 2001’s earth-shattering hits, insane passes and over-the-top 

gridiron action is hot enough to make Oreen Bay in December feel like Miami in July. NO REFS. NO RULES. NO MERCY 
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The First 30 ft'' 
Public Humiliation 

Simulator 







FORCED-FEEDBACK 
Something Special For Loyal Subscribers Only ! E G M 135 

Comments? FORCED FEEDBACK • P.0. BOX 3338 • OAK BRO OK. IL 60522-3338 . «-«, 

BIG MOUTH BILLY BASsI 

KICKS MUCH ASS I 

SO... 

WHERE'S 

MONTHLY 

GUILTY 

You saw him in our Pokemon tea- with our aggression. Simply go to j SUSHI-X? 1 PLEASURE 

experience him first-hand in cyber- BillyBass/BillyTable/ Good question. If we knew the We know it's wrong to enjoy certain 
space...for free. After viewing, you'll BigMouthBillyHAPPY.h1m> for a lit- whereabouts of our elusive gam- things, but sometimes we just can't 
soon realize why we're all such tie hot Billy Bass action. <*> ing ninja, we'd like to get him a help it. This month. Beach Head 

GO BACK TO COLLEGE 



YOU COULD WIN! 
It's Very Simple: We're Giving 
Away A Bunch of Stuff for Free 

• www.slickdeals.net 
• www.eminemworld.com 
• www.diablo.org 
• www.ptcsucks.com 
• www.mirc.com 
• dupontregistry.com 
• www.faygo.com 
•www.charlaph.freeserve.co.uk/INDEX.HTM 
• rjlsoftware.com 
• www.acw2000.com 
• www.theweeklygiggle.com 
• meded.med.uci.edu/-dalvarez/cgi/camel/camel2.html 
• frogurt.duffless.com/Bart/ 

HOT & NOT 
EGM 

The EGM Hot & Not list—a place where you can get an insi 

, games, people and r 
look at what the staff of EGM like 
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ODE TO INTERNATIONAL TRACK & FIELD 

ROSES ARE RED/VIOLETS ARE BLUE. 

WE'VE GOT MAURICE GREENE. 

HE'S THE FASTEST MAN IN THE WORLD. 



KONA MU :<»-•] 
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INTRODUCING 

INTERNATIONAL 
TRACK & FIELD 





The battle begi Swhen life ends. 
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umber of Crash Bandico. 

Crash Bash 
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You’ve been hypnotized into thinking you’re pretty good. 

On the count of three, you will wake up. 
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There Is no such thing as friendly fire. 
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isSi® Triple Benefits Card 



PO Box 55722 
Boulder, CO 80323-5722 
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«AMEBOj asSs® 
Fully Loaded 

"Don't JUST TLAY YOUR 

Game Boy Color games 

TEEL THEM! 

The Shock V Rock ... 

ALL-AROUND. 

•nvko 

MAKES YOUR GAMES 

MORE INTENSE." 

k * 1 "bottom line: 
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PsAiSED BY | 

Prqphec 
C'HOSEn a/a 

Savior 
DESfin'to to 

Destroy. 
P^e i’ AJXj: ■ f6:jy‘ a a I\ 
^•'‘•..pjyGinAL Epic.i^ 

• FAntASY RPG.pj 

CominG in 2000 
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TO BE A LITTLE 
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Quake fj arena 



“There is a tiny bit of latency you’ll feel, but that’s about 

So why is it a must-get game? Lee isn’t blowing smoke in 
your helmet—NFL 2K1 really is very nimble online. Once in 

we came away very impressed and satisfied knowing that 

unwilling throat a few thousand miles away. 

RGADV 7. ROmgLE ^ 
ROUND Z 

What’s the deal? We figure the gang at Midway has been 
watching too many Love Boat reruns lately, ’cause they’ve 
turned to a tried-and-true trick to spruce up this sequel— 

from the previous game, Round 2 offers Shaquille O’Neal 
and Michael Jackson as your very special extra opponents. 

Whazzat? You’re not drawn by the game’s star power? 
Then keep in mind that the-visuals here have been jazzed 
up a bit (in fact, the Dreamcast version looks nearly as 
good as the upcoming PS2 one). And Midway’s cranking up 
each fighter’s already overblown personality with new 
animation and speech. The gameplay, meanwhile, will offer 
more depth than last year’s model. 
So why is it a must-get game? You get new boxers, better 

graphics and a 

ultimate: 
Fighting 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

What’s the deal? Who better than a real-life ultimate fighter 
to tell us just how realistic Crave’s Ultimate Fighting 
Championship on the Dreamcast can be? “See, they have 
blood on the mat over there, and the art in the center of the 
ring is dead-on,” bona-fide UFC competitor Matt Hughes told 
us during a r 

fighters—including, of course, Hughes—and thousands of 
moves, UFC does have that whole “realism” thing going for 
it. That means it’s 

METROPOLIS 
STREET 

RACER 

What’s the deal? Bizarre Creations and Sega want a 

just another clone. “We wanted to get away from the 
‘choose your car, choose your eircuif type of game, and 
also make sure we weren’t just copying the ‘car 
collecting’ philosophy of other games," said Sarah Dixon 
of Bizarre Creations. We reckon you can expect a totally 
unique spin on the licensed-car racing genre. 

You’ve gotta respect the amount of work that went into 
this game, to> >o. The cities and cars have been modeled 

one of the most impressive seen on the Dreamcast. And 
the team making it? They’re responsible for some of the 
early Formula 1 titles from Psygposjs on the PlayStation, 
so you know this baby’s gonna handle like a dream. 







ive by the Sword; 
(Also pillage, plunder, hack, slash 



Die by the Sword. 
and conquer by the sword.) 

Trial of the Worms, 
Wizard’s Cave 
“Green is for the precious 
life that I take from thee.” 

Date with Queen Arachnid, 
: Elite® forest 

“If only her exoskeleton 
was as tough as her will.” 

O tank a Qri 
“Fire in their bellies hath 
my strike released.” 

• Quest-Based Action RPG For All Gamers 

• Beautiful Anime-Style Landscapes and Graphics 

• Immersive 3D Environment and Free-Roaming Camera 

• Breakthrough Interface for Inventory and Magic Spells 

tQHcordj 
Sega Dreamcast 

feoh.-., 
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RACE.R 
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of the PlayStation’s library since the very first system was 
sold. In fact, the original game takes a lot of the credit for 
the phenomenal initial sales enjoyed by Sony. It’s fitting that 
this Namco masterpiece should launch Sony's second 
generation of hardware in style. Ridge Racer V will bring all 
the fast, smooth racing action we’ve come to expect from 
Namco, not to mention the plethora of bonuses and extra 
features they’ve become so famous for. The kicker, of 
course, is the incredible graphics. Don’t listen to anyone 
complaining about “jaggies”; RRV is one of the best-looking 

So why is it a must-get game? Ridge Racer V is the latest 
in a long line of games that embody everything a racing fan 
looks for when they boot up a system. Now Namco is 
working with hardware comparable to the best arcade 
technology, and the results are stunning. 

SSX p_rs 

game, but don’t (jP 
hold that against 
it. Developer 
Electronic Arts 4H-P 
Canada has 
pulled in a BMX course designer to help craft the game’s 
slopes, then given the whole thing an injection of pure 
vertical insanity. Put simply, you ain’t played a 
snowboarding title like this before. The courses mesh 
futuristic cityscapes with quarter-mile drops and oddball 
obstacles like, well, entire buildings (you can bust through 
their windows). And-you’ll find shortcuts everywhere. It’s 
like Cool Boarders meets WipeOut meets Beetle Adventure 
Racing. With tunes by Mix Master Mike and Rahzel, SSX 
packs the requisite attitude. And—good golly—does this 
launch game ever look purty. 
So why is it a must-get game? We’ll admit it—Tony 
Hawk’s Pro Skater has rekindled our love for extreme 
experiences. And even though the late-’90s avalanche of 
snowboarding titles has left us with a bad taste for the 
genre, we’re eager to get our hands on SSX. It’s new. It’s 
big. It’s novel. And it’s ours in October. 

HCPAU OF Honor 
UNDERGROUND 

What’s the deal? In this Dreamworks’ prequel to the game 
that really made you feel like you were behind enemy lines in 
WWII, you play Manon, the french woman who helped James 

humble beginnings in the French Resistance and follows her 
through a period with the American OSS (the plot was even 
inspired by a true story). 

Sounds cool, but you might worry that Underground is 
nothing more than a glorified mission pack. Careful-them’s 

“More often than not, mission packs introduce a couple of new 

us. “What we’ve done is introduce a score of new weapons, 
tons of new enemies, completely new environments^-24 levels 
set throughout Europe and North Africa—made from scratch 
and in most cases much bigger in size than the original game’s. 
This is not to mention that we’ve also got twice the number of 
voice actors—both German and French—and twice the amount 

have a completely new soundtrack orchestrated exclusively for 

% 
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THE GLADIATOR 

BLOODSPORT OF THE 

FUTURE 

Unreal " Tournament: coming this 

Fall For the PlayStation 2 and 

the Sega Dreamcast: 

Dreamcast. PlayStation.2 



p-r3 

game. “1 thought the N64 really established that you need four Dark. ’Nuff said. 
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SPREAD THE WORD AOL KEYWORD: EBWORLD 

EBWORLD.COM 
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ONLY 
. DOWN 
| per title at EB! 

w 
Call for a store near you! 1-800-800-E1GG 
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tekken Pj t>lNO M- 
rM? CRIS'S 

To ORNAMENT 
What’s the deal? Everyone who likes a fighting game 

z 
almost always likes Tekken. Like Soul Calibur for the 
Dreamcast, Tekken Tag Tournament for the PS2 is a ^ 

Calibur, the graphics have taken a light-year leap over the 
original arcade version. Running at 6ofps, in razor-sharp 

So why Is it a must-get game? Well, the fact that just 
about every character that’s ever been in a Tekken game 

one lump sum may have something to do with it. The fact 
that Namco adds that tasty four-character action a la 
Marvel vs. Capcom is also a yummy temptation. While 

•GCTOtt L~ 



IY MEANS HICtSSMW * 

2 ail neuu wicked-fast cars to choose from 
An exclusive for Sega Dreamcast 

ligh-speed, full-impact racing action 
- Collisions, damage and destruction 

P-' 
12 torturous tracks - two exclusive 
tracks for Sega Dreamcast, each with 

multiple driving paths 
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Y0U BETTER 
VlATCH 0UT/ 

ome mean 
interactive 

OAHE is COMING 

THIS FALL. 

Dreamcast 
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What’s the deal? Sega and the same Hudson guys who 
brought you Mario Party are the brains behind this mini¬ 

fGOOl? 
What’s the deal? If every company had the record for hit 

At least N64 owners will benefit from it at a time when third- 

game-packed title starring Sonic and company. As in Mario 
Party, SS is set on themed game boards covered with icons 
that kick off mini-games or trivia challenges when you land 
on them. Oh, and Sega’s giving the characters that nifty Jet 
Grind Radio-style celshaded look, too. 
So why is it a must-get game? We got no reason to think 

still—you can play this thing over the Internet, too. 

MAT HOFFMAN'S it 
players, and a lot of other surprises. Instead of being 
attached to each other at the hip like in the first game, they TO© 
within the original, we speculated on how that’d be done- 
it’s not expected to be through a "lock-on" cartridge. Even 
today, Rare still won’t say how they’re going to do it—and 

So why is it a must-get game? It’s a 3D platform game from 

What’s the deal? Super-duper big-airtime, fellas. If you dig 
Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater, then chances are you’ll dig this BMX 

to the half-pipe, along with over half a dozen real-world 
environments designed to hone your skills. 
So why is it a must-get game? Tony Hawk Pro Skater is 
one of the best-playing, best-looking sports games out 

What’s the deal? Actually, Hsu and Chan have summed up Yu 
Suzuki’s epic pretty darn nicely here (but that doesn’t mean 

should add to the growing roster of enjoyable games (Spider 
Man, THPS2) to use the technology. Sure, BMX riding isn’t as 

way to take a peek at this up-and-coming sport. 

everybody in Japan suddenly spoke good English. They don’t 
necessarily sound like Americans, but the voices fit the 
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GAMER'S DREAM 
■UlE AUCTION! 

online games auction ever, 
and rack up bonus karma points at the 

H^^jj^yiou'll bid on the most exciting 
game pdckages from the hottest names in 
the industry—and even get a shot at owning 
one of the very first Microsoft Xbox, 
Nintendo Dolphin or Sony PlayStation 2 
game consoles in the U.S.! Even better, 
it's all to benefit youth and teen programs 
across America, as part of the interactive 
entertainment industry's charity event, 
"Nite to Unite for Kids!" Going once, 
going twice... 

Bidding begins Saturday, October 7, 2000 
and ends Friday, October 20, 2000. 

Log on to http://www.amazon.com 
/videogames and click on Nite to Unite! 

m 



ESRB Rating System: www.esrb.com 

EARLY CHILDHOOD RATING: Deemed Suitable For Children 3 

Or Older. Products Carrying This Label Have Absolutely No 

Material That Would Be Considered Inappropriate By Parents. 

EVERYONE RATING: The E Replaced The Previous K-A Rating 

Last Year. Suitable For Kids Ages 6 And Up, E-Rated Games 

May Contain Minimal Violence Or Crude Language. 

TEEN RATING: Contains Suggestive Themes, Mild Or 

Strong Language And Animated Violence. Some Parents 

May Want To Supervise Children Playing T-Rated Games. 

MATURE RATING: These Games Contain More Adult Themes, 

Such As Blood And Gore, Stronger Language And Sexual 
Themes. Deemed Not Suitable For Those Under 17. 

ADULTS ONLY RATING: The Extreme Of The Ratings, Suitable For 
Adults Only. Packs Sexual Themes And Extreme Violence. 

Console Manufacturers Have Yet To Allow An AO-Rated Game. 

^ ZIFF 



Order Back issues of: 





On Sale October 26! ^ J 
Buy it with your PlayStation^ computer entertainment system! 

i foot and horseback! 
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Sponsored by the Lorillard Tobacco Company’s Youth Smoking Prevention Program. 

www.buttoutnow.com 
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NCAA GameBreaker 2001 
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Spider-Man 



Deftones 
Cypress Hill 
Pennywise 
System of a Down 

Goldfinger 
Pilfers 
no Use for a name 
Flashpoint 

Segad'Dreamcast 







SYDNEY CONVENTION CENTER SHOOTING CENTER, CECIL PARK VELODROME, BANKSTOWN 



IET THE GAMES BEGIN. MITE. 
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NEW ALBUM OCIOBER3 



Your beeper beeps. Your PDA chimes. You can make a quick call wherever you are. Yup, technology 
is an integral part of everyday life. That’s why ZDNet has all the product reviews to help you find 
the latest gadget. In fact. ZDNet was named "Best Overall Online Site” by the Computer 
Press Association. However technology touches your life. ZDNet's Reviews Channel 
has something for you. Because ZDNet is where technology takes you." 

www.zdnet 



PBRFeCT OBRK 
V t Ml insider^ PERFECT DARK 

ONTHEWER 

Your monthly source for anything zgtsr* 
and everything Perfect Dark 

FIRING-RANGE ANTICS RANDOM TRICKS 

Hanger Information computer, you will find a Amuse yourself and your friends: 



yo^ defenB your family. 

YOU.DEFEND YOUR HOMELAND. 

YOU DEFEND ALL THAT IS GOOD. 

BUT FIRST, YOU MUST DEFEND YOURSELF. 
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Performance 



YOUTHS' 
SQ bIGSERth 

With a combined total of 41 X Games and Gravity Games medals, you think you'd have no chance in hell 
of ever going bigger than this crew. That’s where you're wrong and InterAct is going 

to help you get there. And the payoff is oh, so sweet. When you purchase InterAct, GameShark 
and Performance brand videogame accessories now through the end of February 2001, InterAct 

will give you chances to win posters, skateboards, snowboards, BMX and motorcross bikes, 
big ticket electronics and some killer trips. Those chances will come every day, every week, and 

every month through February 2001. It’s simple. Buy products. Earn points. Win. 
What are you waiting for? A personal invite from Dave Mirra? 

Check out GoBigWinBig.com for official rules and instructions. 





Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us www.retromags.com 

ide from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
able from the Publishers themselves. 

Thank you! 


